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“Tome, then, it remains to raise the Alf Laylahwa Laylah into its proper place oncemore.
I am not concerned to deny the objective reality of all ‘magical’ phenomena; if they are

illusions, they are at least as real asmany unquestioned facts of daily life…”

-- A. Crowley, from “The Initiated Interpretation of Ceremonial Magic”

In every generation, the burden must be taken up anew.

Ceremonial magic is by its nature an art de�ined by mysticism and mystery, which
is to say, by obfuscation. This is doubly true of goetia, with its frightening demonic
drama and its grandiose claims. The impenetrable allegories, the coy vagueness,
the secrets and initiations, the smoke-and-mirrors...these things are integral to the
sorcery, they are part of what makes it work, and so they cannot be lightly tossed
aside to assuage a skeptical public. All sorcerers are liars, and there is good reason
for it.

But the fact remains that our society is gluttonous for information, and that
magicians and would-be magicians have as much share in the gluttony as anyone
else. At some point, someone must pull back the curtain and account for what is
actually going on, at least to some extent. There is a demand for understanding,
and so there will be a supply. If the understanding does not come in the form of
lucid truth, than it will come in the form of fraudulent nonsense, or else in the form
of a sneering dismissal: “it’s all charlatanry and crankery.” The nature of the craft
must be explained in the idiom of the day, or else the craft as a whole will suffer the
consequences.

And so here we are.

In the early years of the twentieth century, the true workings of goetia were laid
out by none other than Aleister Crowley, in his introduction to the Lesser Key of
Solomon -- that august grimoire to which this volume is a very humble successor.

Crowley’s essay is a remarkable text, and a very characteristic one. The “Initiated
Interpretation” not only describes the fundamental workings of the craft, it winks and
hints at the higher mysteries, throwing wide the gates of advanced hermetic
understanding for anyone whomanages to read between the lines. But it does all this
while sprinkling ina liberaldoseofpureobviousbalderdash,whichcouldnotpersuade
themost credulous child; and,moreover, even its fastidiously accurate explanations are
framed in such away that no intelligent layman is likely to believe or understand them.
It is exactly the sort of introduction that you would expect from a clever, learned
magician who wants to laugh up his sleeve at all the preening self-important
intellectualswho aren’t in on the joke. It is hard to imagine anythingmore Crowley.
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We can use the “Initiated Interpretation” to guide our own explanations. All the
key information is there; it just has to be restated in a more modern vocabulary.
But separating the insight from the prestidigitation will require some work.

To begin with the obvious questions:

Is there anything supernatural involved in the practise of goetia?
No, obviously not. The word “supernatural” doesn’t mean anything coherent, even in
theory; it is a category error embedded in our language. “Nature” is the sphere of all
that exists. Whatever occurs, is natural. If our understanding of nature cannot
account for an existing phenomenon, the fault lies in our understanding, and not in
any limitation of nature.

Is there anything involved in the practise of goetia that would invalidate -- or
challenge, or alter -- the material laws of science and nature as we
understand them?
Not at all. The physicist who becomes a high goetic adept will learn much, in so
doing, but none of it will cause him any dif�iculty or doubt in his profession; none of
it will be inconsonant with his prior understanding of the physical universe.

But our sciences have mapped out the universe, and they make no place for
demons.
That is false. They do make a place for demons, a very obvious place that is well-
understood by all.

It need hardly be said that demons are not physical creatures; they are creatures of
spirit. This much can be learned from any grimoire, or from any student of magic, or
indeed from scriptural sources.

“Spirit” is not a term that is recognized by any modern, sensible ontology. But the
dif�iculty is only a terminological dif�iculty. We do not have any trouble conceiving of
entities that lack a physical existence, or engaging with such entities.

For “spirit,” then, read “concept.” It is a more helpful word, to the modern mind, a
word whose meaning is less mired in ancient confusions. Demons are conceptual
creatures. They are ideas.

Or, if you insist, “�ictions.”

Which is to say: they exist within the imaginings of conscious minds, and within the
information that is shared and recorded by conscious minds, and not elsewhere. On
the truest and most fundamental level, they are patterns of understanding.

In this they are cousins to all the �ictional people who inhabit the conceptual realm,
to Sir Galahad and Sherlock Holmes and Sindbad the Sailor. They are lesser kin to
such awesome thought-entities as Righteousness, and Progress, and America. Being
a creature of concept is no barrier to reality, or to power. Many of themost real, most
powerful beings in existence are purely conceptual. Dig up all of Denmark, and you
will not �ind Hamlet’s grave, for he never set foot within the realm of matter; but
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Hamlet has donemore thanmost of us to change the world. Comb through the entire
universe, and youwill not �ind one particle of Justice; but the nation that does not pay
suf�icient tribute to Justice will lie shattered upon the threshing-�loor of history.

Goetists do not like to speak of their demons as being �ictional. Such talk does
nothing good for the demons’ mystique, and mystique is important. It is more
satisfying by far, and in some ways more helpful, to mutter ambiguous riddles and to
dance upon the edge of truth. But let us be brave; no great danger lies in clear
understanding. The demons are what they are. This does not make them any less
real, or any less powerful, or -- indeed -- any less dangerous.

What is the purpose, then, of performing these ritual ceremonies and
conjuring with these �ictional spirits?
There are many purposes that may be served by the practise of goetia. But, for
analytic purposes, we may usefully speak of them as falling into two categories.

(1) Practical, Speci�ic Purposes. Magic is in some ways no more and no less
than it appears to be, even if its mechanisms are deliberately kept obscure. The
descriptions of the various demons in this Key, and for that matter the descriptions of
the demons in Solomon’s Key, mention particular services that the demons may be
expected to perform; and they may be conjured to perform these services, for exactly
the reasons that you might naively expect. Goetic spirits may be pro�itably
summoned to provide instruction in various arts and sciences, to wreak harm upon
enemies, to secure friendship or love, to acquire treasure, and so on.

(2) Mystical Cultivation of the Self. Each demon has its own inhuman,
archetypical, conceptual understanding of reality; to engage with such a creature is
to acquire a wisdom beyond the wisdom of the self. Summoning andmasteringmany
goetic spirits is a way to expand the boundaries and the capabilities of the self, and
to approach a greater enlightenment from many angles at once.

Andprecisely how is it possible for anyone to achieve such ends through such
methods, given that the demons “bound” in this Key are in fact phantastic
stories, and can have only such in�luences upon the world as stories can
have?
This is, of course, the question towards which all this back-and-forthing has led.

I cannot answer it fully, any more than I could fully answer a question like, “How is it
that books have in�luence upon their readers?” Who could respond to such a
question, without saying, “First let me teach you all of literary theory, and all of
grammar and logic and rhetoric, and all of human psychology, and all of our
evolutionary history?” The answer, in its complete form, has countlessly many parts;
and those parts touch upon countlessly many disciplines and �ields of study; and, in
the end, to know this answer is to know the entirety of magic and all its many
mysteries.

But I will give what answer I can give.
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***

It is here that we must return to Crowley, and his revelations, and his lies.

We are told, bald-facedly, that the “Alf Laylahwa Laylah” -- the Arabian Nights -- can
be found at the heart of the ceremonial magician’s work. This is Edwardian
synecdoche for all phantastic, fabulous narrative¹. We are in the realm of story
here; now you have Crowley’s word for it, as well as mine.

So too are we informed that the effects of goetic magic take place within the mind
of the magician. In simplest terms, the sorcery functions by wreaking alterations
upon the sorcerer. It alters his perceptions, his insights, his capabilities, his
desires, his will.

This is no surprise, given what we have already learned. Goetia is an art rooted in
stories. Stories in�luence the world precisely by changing the people who absorb
them, and in no other way. The man who reads a tale of nobly-suffering innocents
comes thereby to open up some part of himself to their suffering, and perhaps to
grow in compassion or sentimentality. The man who hears a rumor that he is
destined for kingship is thereby �illed with all manner of ideas and ambitions,
which he would not otherwise have ever entertained; he is far likelier to become a
king than he ever was before, and even if he does not, it is probable that his self-
regard will be in some fashion trans�igured.

And as with other �ictions, so too with our demons. The goetic art works its effects
upon the world, and those effects are often remarkable -- they are often even
magical, if you are the kind of person inclined to see magic in the workings of the
world, as most magicians are -- but there is nothing “supernatural” about them,
and certainly nothing inexplicable. Goetic spirits are creatures of story, whose role
in the universe is to create patterns of thought within us, as all stories do. They are
noteworthy simply for the fact that they are encoded within an unusual medium,
one that allows them to wreak alterations upon the human consciousness in an
unusual and startling way.

Once all this has been established, in some very vague sense, Crowley proceeds to
give an account of how this encoding works and of the kind of alterations that it
wreaks. And his account is patently implausible in every particular.

He lists the “real phenomena” of magic, the ef�icacious agents that supposedly
produce “brain-changes.” His list contains only the ceremonial trappings of the
magic rite: props, seals, invocations, scents, etc. He suggests that, somehow,
applying the right combination of ritual bric-a-brac will be enough to in�luence the
mind in wondrous ways. He states explicitly that the various goetic seals are, in
themselves, capable of “stimulating or regulating” important portions of the brain;
he implies that it is possible to change brain-states, in a �inely-controlled way, by
smelling sequences of perfumes that cabalistically encode words of spiritual

¹ As with, e.g., the role played by the Arabian Nights in the writings of Charlotte Brontë.
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power. It all seems quite ridiculous, if you are trying to imagine the mechanisms
that might underlie these processes, and that is because it is quite ridiculous.

Nor is that all. He tells us that “the spirits of the Goetia are portions of the human
brain,” and this mapping must surely come as a surprise to anyone who knows
anything about neurology -- or indeed to anyone who has read the Lesser Key of
Solomon, and thereby seen how distinctive and non-archetypical the spirits are,
how they can only be things-in-themselves rather than simple symbols standing in
for other things. He tells us that a demon who “provides information” is in fact
merely enabling us to recall facts from the depths of the subconscious, which
would require a ludicrous amount of useful knowledge to be secretly sealed away
within our heads, given the extensive intellectual promises made by the Key. He is
even so brazen as to tell us that, when the grimoire informs us that a certain spirit
will “destroy our enemies,” it really means that we will “learn compassion” and
“realize the illusion of duality!”

His explanations seem completely incompatible with the plain, easily-discerned
meaning of the Solomonic text. They bear no resemblance whatsoever to anyone’s
imagining of goetic magic, or (as it happens) to anyone’s actual practise of goetic
magic. They come across as mealy-mouthed, half-hearted, disingenuous attempts
to give a disreputable art some veneer of respectability.

And this is all because, sneering joker that he is, Crowley has endeavored to lay out
an explanation of goetia without ever once mentioning the thing that lies at the
heart of goetia -- the very thing that he himself told us would be the most
important, right at the very beginning --

-- the story itself. Which, here, is the story of who the demon is, as communicated
through the words of the grimoire.

Let us take as an example AGARES, one of the spirits bound by Solomon in his own
Key, and a good representative specimen.

We learn from the Key that Agares has certain powers:

� He “maketh them to run that stand still”
� He brings back runaways
� He teaches languages
� He can “destroy dignities, both temporal and spiritual”
� He causes earthquakes

Crowley informs us, rightly, that the act of calling upon Agares is a means to
achieve these ends, or rather a means to acquire the facilities for achieving them.

Crowley also informsus that this happens because of “vibrations,” because theAgares
seal and the other ritual paraphernalia directly stimulate the brain in such away that
it develops the desired capabilities. And this is what cannot be credited. If we take
Crowley’s absurdities at face value, goetia cannot possibly work as the Key suggests;
if there is any virtue to this practise at all, theremust be some other logic at play.
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The thing that is being elided here, the solution to the mystery, is that the Key tells
us much more of Agares than this:

� He manifests as an old man, fair and mild in his demeanor
� He rides on a crocodile, and carries a goshawk on his �ist
� He is a Duke
� He is Eastern in his af�iliations
� He was of the (angelic) order of Virtues
� He rules over 31 demonic legions

And all of it matters. This is the valuable information, the essential information,
which is why it is contained within the Key. The way that you acquire the powers
of Agares involves learning and absorbing and re�lecting upon the nature of
Agares, which inheres within his attributes, as described.

***

There are many ways to present a story. Each requires a different kind of careful
technique to be employed by the storyteller. Each requires a different kind of
engagement on the part of the audience. If youwatch a �ilm, you need to observe the
events taking place on the screen, and interpret the words and expressions of the
actors in such away that you can imagine the characters’ internal states, and suspend
your disbelief as necessary; meanwhile, the �ilm-maker must do complicated things
with music cues and camera angles and plot-pacing and dialogue-craft, in order to
create the desired effect. If you read a novel, you need exercise a great deal more
imaginationwith regard to appearances and sounds, but perhaps less with regard to
the thoughts of the characters; and the author must do a completely different set of
complicated things, even if the story of the novel is notionally very similar to the
story of the �ilm. Eachmediumworks in its own peculiar way.

Goetia is but one more medium for story-telling, one that makes great demands
upon the “audience” (the magician) in terms of active engagement. It can tell only
a very narrow range of stories, because its stories must take the form of demonic
spirits; but those stories can wreak remarkable personal changes upon the
magician, because they are especially and carefully engineered to wreak such
changes, and because those who practise the art are actively opening themselves
up and seeking out such changes.

So let us imagine that you wish to acquire the particular powers of Agares.

You spend a long time preparing to work your magic. You meditate upon Agares,
being sure to contemplate all his attributes, the crocodile and the goshawk and the
kindly manner and all the rest of it. You think hard about what you hope to gain
from your encounter with this demon. You try to imagine what will happen, how
it will go, what you will hear and what you will say.

At some point you are �inishedwith your preparations, so you go through the ritual
of summoning. You dress yourself in robes, you bear the seal upon your person,
you lay out the circle and the triangle, you anoint yourself with perfume, you incant
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the incantation. You are fastidious with all the details, because they are important,
and it is hard, because all the while youmust also maintain a clear focus upon your
magical purposes. This whole process is designed to put you in the right kind of
mind-state for engaging with the spirit. (Which is something like Crowley’s
account of things, seen through a funhouse mirror.)

Then, at last, you reach out with your mind, hoping to �ind this mild-mannered
crocodile-riding Duke of Hell who knows about languages and earthquakes and
dignity.

If you have been serious in your goetic work, you will very likely �ind that he is
right there. This is no surprise. You have spent a long time making a place for him,
and then delivered a shock to your system by means of the rite, so as to bring your
jumble of Agares-associated ideas to the forefront of your consciousness. All good
stories embed themselves in the mind of the audience, and so too with the story
that is Agares. But with most stories, the author does most of the work, and you
simply do what is necessary to follow along; here, there is much work that you
must do, and it has only just begun.

You bind the demon. You force yourself to remain resolute with regard to your
highest aims; you demand of this story, which is playing out inside you, that it
change you only for the better.

You issue commands unto the demon. You listen to what it has to say, and respond
as you must, and listen again.

And at the end, you will be different. You will have thought certain thoughts, and
faced down certain ideas, that would not otherwise have come into your mind;
your feelings and purposeswill have changed somewhat; and all this will allow you
to attain the powers associated with Agares, as promised to you by the Key. You
will �ind yourself inspired, with regard to bringing back runaways and destroying
dignities and motivating people to run. There will be con�idence and drive
underlying your language studies.

(Causing earthquakes seems like an especially dif�icult challenge, to be sure. But
you might at least �igure out how to acquire and use powerful earth-moving
machinery, or how to construct such machinery, or how to predict seismic activity
and claim credit for it. And perhaps that would be good enough. Sorcery is
cheating, much of the time; never let anyone tell you otherwise.)

This will work for precisely the same reason that any story works; because the
�igure of Agares will have been properly crafted within your consciousness, and
some part of youwill knowwhat hemust say and do in order to be himself. And this
is because your mind has been guided by the description of Agares within the Key.

The seventy-two spirits boundby Solomonare famous for being very powerful. They
are also famous for being very dif�icult toworkwith, even for experiencedmagicians.

This is in large part because their stories are so compact, and so thickly layered
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with occult and allegorical meaning. It takes a lot of erudition, and a lot of mastery,
and a lot of conceptual work, to get everything that you’re supposed to get out of
Agares; a novice, reading his description in the Key, will be mostly confused. And
there is little to be gained by engaging deeply with a story that you cannot properly
understand. Indeed, there is peril in it.

My demons, the demons in this Key, are somewhat less potent overall -- but they
are also much more accessible, especially for beginning and intermediate
magicians. Their stories are told in expanded form, with a greater amount of plain-
text being provided, and less cabalistic interpretation being demanded. They are
still de�ined by many layers of occult symbolism; they could not function as
demons, otherwise. But it is not so very hard to grasp their stories, and not so very
hard to give them their proper voices within yourself.

***

And now that all this has been explained, put it out of your head as best as you can,
and do not return to it for a long time. It is truth, but it will lure you down false and
useless paths.

We have all been schooled into reductionism. We have been trained to think that
essence and function can be separated away from form, that a high-level
description of the thing is as good as the thing itself, that it is easy to �ind
extraneous details and discard them. This is almost always wrong, and nowhere is
it more wrong than in the realm of magic.

You know now that the demons are �ictions, and so it will seem natural to think of
them as “merely” �ictions. You will want to believe that you can acquire what
knowledge there is to acquire from them while standing aloof, at a distance. You
will want to dismiss the phantastical parts of the art, the oddities and �lourishes,
which seem so incongruent with a digni�iedly materialist worldview.

But the art is, indeed, an art; the word is chosen advisedly. Every detail is integral
to the whole, and the interactions are complex. Goetia can be grasped from the
outside, it can be analysed and deconstructed, but this requires a great depth of
comprehension -- and there is no good way to attain such comprehension that
does not involve going inside.

You cannot understand the power of a �ilm by looking at the �ilm-strip and cutting
it apart, unless you are already amaster; youmust actually see the �ilm played. You
cannot understand the power of a novel by looking at a summary; you must
actually read the text. And you cannot understand a goetic spirit by reading the
Key and trying to imagine what the conjuration must be like. You must actually
summon the spirit yourself, and invite it into your mind, and wrestle with it, and
hear what it has to say.

Solomon’s demons, and mine, are �ictions; but they are no “mere” �ictions. They
are demons, knowledgeable and mighty, terrible in their wrath. They dwell in the
Pit, except when they are called forth by mortal magicians. They must be safely
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bound, and carefully appeased, if they are to provide good service. They are
individual creatures, one and all, and it is the individual nature of each spirit that
gives rise to its power.

Forget this, and you will attain nothing, and you will learn nothing.

But already you have learned something.

~ Zev ben Avram
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III.
VYSOLA

The Tomb Guardian

The third spirit is VYSOLA, a Dame who hath 4 legions under her command. She
appeareth in the guise of a �ine-featured woman, all hairless, who beneath her
waist hath the form of an enormous scorpion. She carries a glaive. At the request
of a respectful conjurer, she will put aside her monstrous shape, and take on the
guise of a beautiful bald woman. Her power dwelleth in Venus.

In certain places within Hell, the landscape is dotted with the monuments of
ancient ages: shrines erected by fallen cults, memorials for the heroes of antiquity,
statues built to commemorate battles and discoveries, all manner of such things.
Oftentimes, a demon wishes to tear down one or another of these, or to remake it in
such a way as to change its meaning. And who could be surprised by this? The pride
of yesterday becomes the shame of today, and the triumphs of long-ago are noxious
to the people of right-now. But no one dares to desecrate the monuments, no matter
how much it might please him to do so; for Vysola watches over them all, and she
hates to see any monument desecrated, and she is quick to strike with her glaive.

Within those same places, the bards do not tell fanciful stories of days-gone-by.
When they speak of those days, they do so with great care and great respect, adding
not one hair to the truths that are known; for Vysola remembers the ones who came
before, and she hates to see anyone made into something that he was not, and she is
quick to sting with her tail.

And in those places, no one is ever so presumptuous as to shroud himself in the
glory of a past glory, or to proclaim himself the inheritor of a past cause; for Vysola
honours the ways of the past, and she hates to see themmutilated to �it the desires of
the present, and she is quick to crush with her claws.
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She is a quiet spirit and melancholy, diligent in her work, and not inclined to be
troublesome. So long as the conjurer is careful not to rouse her ire by
dishonouring the relics of memory, she is pliant, and it is surpassingly easy towork
with her. But if she is angered, her wrath will not abate.

She is awarden. It is her of�ice to guard places of spiritual and symbolic power, and
to guard those people who can justly claim to be living monuments. She knoweth
many secrets of the past and will speak of them without falsehood. She will gladly
lay waste to those who destroy or corrupt the legacies of the past, af�licting them
with poisons and lacerations.

Her seal and sigil is rendered thus:
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IX.
CURCOAR
The Antagonist

The ninth spirit is CURCOAR, a mighty Earl, who hath command over 29 legions.
He appeareth as a man in the red apparel of a soldier, with the head of an ancient
terror-bird; and in his hand he bears a sharp sword. He speaketh in a loud voice
that is painful to hear. His power dwelleth in Mars.

It is told that, once, a certain Duchess of Hell became a great evangelist of piety
and compassion and good works. She came to believe that, bound in the Pit though
they might be, all demons should practise kindness and build for one another such a
simulacrum of Paradise as they could. She preached this doctrine, and wrote books,
and acquiredmany disciples. But she found before long that she had a great nemesis;
for the Earl Curcoar espoused the opposite of her every claim, and he was zealous in
his efforts to stand against her. Whenever she spoke, or published, he was ready with
a rebuttal. Whenever her followers gathered in the streets, he set upon themwith his
sword, and put them to �light. Relentlessly, he destroyed everything that she sought
to build.

Eventually, this Duchess saw �it to go listen to her rival as he declaimed in the city
square. And so eloquently and passionately did he speak of the indomitable Hell-
nature within all demons, so beautiful a picture did he paint of the infernal war-of-
all-against-all, that she at once abandoned her ideals and took up those that Curcoar
propounded. She resolved to do just as she pleased, and to destroy and torment all
those who stood in her way.

The very next day, she found herself bedeviled by an army of the righteous, who
opposed her in the name of unity and mercy. And at the head of this army was
Curcoar.

She took up other causes, other beliefs, and every time she was opposed by the
same enemy. When she sought to educate poor children, Curcoar was there to
explain to the world that they were uneducable. When she tried to plant a public
garden, Curcoar was there to rail against the degeneracy and the ugliness of �lowers.
She fought for the old, and Curcoar defended the new; she fought for the new, and
Curcoar defended the old.

A day camewhen she could no longer bear the frustration of seeing all her works
torn to pieces before her. She went to Curcoar, and fell to her knees before him, and
cried, “Sir, what have I done to make you hate me so?”

He looked down at her with a puzzled expression. “How can you say that I hate
you, madam? Have I not given unto you the �inest and most precious of gifts?”
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He is a �ierce spirit, and willful, who will forever test the conjurer with arguments
and oppositions; but in truth he is eager to take action in the world of men and
women, and it is not dif�icult to �ind excellent use in him. In con�lict he seeketh
always to strive against the greater power.

He is a teacher of rhetoric, and logic, and swordsmanship. He also teaches the way
of �inding furious joy in battle and in debate. He soweth discord amongst men and
women, and driveth them to quarreling. At the behest of the conjurer, he will set
his sword against any foe whom he thinks to be worthy of him.

His seal and sigil is rendered thus:


